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The Library as… 

• data producer 
– map collections are increasingly creating historical 

GIS-ready data  

• research assistant 
–  library also plays a significant role in data 

visualization; mapping technologies 

• research data management 

–  libraries are taking a leading role with data 
management and open access 



1934 digital air photo initiative 



The reason we do what we do! 

North St. Catharines 1934 and 2010 
(1934 air photo NAPL) (2010 orthoimagery, Niagara Region) 



Site of a newly-proposed arena 
in downtown St. Catharines 



The use of a 1855 Welland Canal map overlay to 
position the arena in the historical landscape. 



Creating historical vector data – St. Catharines 1911 road network 

(Map of the City of St. Catharines, 1911) 



(Marcel Fortin, University of Toronto) 

Providing web access to gis-ready files 



Library as research assistant… 
observations from the HELP! desk 

• “Right now in Canada, the vast majority of 
research data is being lost.” (CARL, 2009) 

– Researchers can make use of the data professionals to assist in collecting and 
managing research data. 

 

• “Researchers rarely have the skills required to 
manage their data.” (CARL, 2009) 

– Data professionals need to provide awareness to researchers in order for them 
to achieve their goals of data outcomes successfully. (e.g. understanding the 
spatial component of data for visualization) 

 

 

 



Good data management practices are a must in any HGIS project. 
An example of inconsistent spatial data that reduces the success of geocoding results.  



Library as RDM specialist 

• OECD Agreement, 2004 Canada signed “Declaration on access to research 
data from public  funding.” (CARL, 2009) 

– Although libraries are taking the lead on creating digital repositories, it requires a 
campus-wide partnership. 

 

• SSHRC: “All research data collected with the use of SSHRC funding must be 
preserved and made available for use by others within a reasonable period of 
time.” (CARL, 2009) 

– 3 out of 110 studies funded by SSHRC archived their data in a repository (those 3 were in 
the states) 

– As long as funding agencies do not enforce their policies, data sharing is unlikely. 
 

 
Issues:  

1. Lack of incentive for researchers to share data is the biggest obstacle.  
2. Lack of data repositories.  
3. Lack of skilled data professionals with knowledge of data management, but this 

is changing.  
4. RDM is a campus-wide responsibility, not just the library. 
 

 


